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Russian Empire - RSFSR - USSR – Russia
Traditions of thematic philately have long history in Russia
(USSR) and originate in 1925 when the group of young philatelists from the Zlatoust city has accepted the appeal in which
called to refuse the "bourgeois" approach to philately and pay
more attention on subjects of the stamps. But "features" of
socialism have led to isolation of the Soviet philatelists and to
ideological restrictions on subjects of collections.
With the end of the USSR all these restrictions are removed
and now Russian philatelists participate in the international
exhibitions more actively. Today the maximum achievement of
Russian thematic collectors is the LV level at the world philatelic exhibitions. Among the latest achievements it is worth
mentioning the Special Prize For Treatment in Sydney 2005
and 3rd place in section "Sport" on the 1st European Championship of Thematic Philately in Essen-2006.
Russian and Soviet philatelic material gives the thematic philatelists all over the world ample opportunities – this is more
than 7 thousands stamps on almost all topics (first in 1857),
tens thousand illustrated postal stationery - covers, cards,
radio exchange cards, telegraph forms and special postmarks
(first in 1872). During 1866-1919 there were issued about
3000 so-called rural stamps (“zemstvo” stamps) including the
first “thematic” stamp issued in 1868 in Berdyansk on which a
vehicle, a plough and an anchor are represented (see illustration above).

Many
stamps
show animals,
tools, historical
events (for example, episodes
of war of 1812).
During 18981901 the charitable society of Empress Maria Fedorovna issued a special
kind of postal stationery - charity letters sheets bearing
advertisements for the benefit of orphans, about 150
pieces in total. Each letters sheet contained from 1 to 4
text or graphic advertisements, that is why this letters
sheets may be interesting for the thematic collectors.
Another interesting feature of Soviet and Russian Post is
space mail. During 1978 - 2002 a lot of private and official
letters were sent to and from the board of space stations
Saljut-6,7 and MIR. Even the special stamp of space mail
was issued. The illustration below shows the registered
mail from Zvezdniy city to the board of MIR station. The
letter is franked by this space mail stamp. Arrival
postmark "The board of MIR space station" is overleaf.
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